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EVALUATION of the RHSC
• ACHIEVEMENT
Assess how well the RHSC has met its objectives and made an
impact on RH commodity security

• STRUCTURE/PROCESSES
Assess how well RHSC structures and processes have worked
towards achievement of RHSC objectives

• FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Recommend how the RHSC’s role should evolve in light of the
current and emerging environment, and identify measures to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the RHSC

As detailed in the Strategic Plan, the RHSC’s vision is for:
“all people in lower- and middle income countries to be able to access
and use affordable, high-quality supplies, including a broad choice of
contraceptives, to ensure their better reproductive health.”

RHSC Evaluation S.O.W., March 2012
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RHSC EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY
•Document review
• Key informant interviews (64!)
• Members’ survey
• Participation / observation

1. What impact has RHSC made on improving commodity security at
global, regional, and country levels?
Global impact clearly demonstrated
•

Increase in funding

•

Prominence of FP commodity security increased

•

Greater profile of FP commodity security on the global health agenda

•

Better donor coordination

•

Effective tools nurtured, encouraged

Regional impact becoming apparent
•
•

Demonstrated through LAC
More expected through SECONAF

Limited country level initiatives
•
•

Ethiopia (Implanon)
Through Working Groups (e.g. RMA, TMI)

4. In what ways and to what effect has the structure and operation of RHSC
evolved, particularly since 2009?
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7. Is the RHSC poised, have potential for improving contraceptive security in
the future?

Solid core of member organizations to build on
RHSC well regarded and increasingly recognized
Membership increasing
RHSC spans a large array of stakeholders

Demonstrated impact

Breadth and Depth of RHSC

Depth along Supply Chain

Reach across Supply Chain

Procurers

• Donors
• INGOs
• Govts.
• Pharma
• Regional
• Country

Suppliers

Providers

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS
Maintain core focus (FP)
commodities

•

RH, MH

• Value for money: stay well positioned
• Articulate theory of change, refresh strategy,
revise M&E framework
• Strengthen country engagement
• Regional focus: Promising, expand prudently
• Innovation Fund
More flexible funding
mechanism with wider scope
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QUESTIONS for CONSIDERATION
• How do we continue to advance our four guiding
principles: equity, contraceptive choice, status of
women, and country ownership?
• Building on progress made and new opportunities
available, which levers of change will allow us as
a Coalition to advance strategically?
• How may the Coalition more actively engage and
become more relevant to the countries where we
have members? In turn, what will these members
from countries contribute to further worldwide
impact by the Coalition?
• What are we not doing now as a Coalition that we
should be doing?

